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Artelia acquires Quadric, consolidating its range of infrastructure
engineering services

In December 2013 the Artelia group acquired Quadric, a company based near Lyon,
specialising in the field of civil engineering structures (bridges, viaducts, etc.).
After acquiring the SECOA design office last September, Artelia, a leading construction engineering
group on French and international markets, is thus continuing to consolidate its range of infrastructure
engineering services in particular to motorway companies, the French national railway company
(SNCF), public transportation authorities and public-sector project owners (the French State, regional
councils and urban area authorities).
This merger hence bolsters Artelia’s activities in the field of transportation-related civil engineering
structures (roads and railways) by adding further expertise in the assessment, maintenance and
repairing of bridges, viaducts and tunnels.
Artelia is now one of France’s leading specialists in civil engineering structures.

ARTELIA
Created in March 2010 through a merger between Coteba and Sogreah, the Artelia Group is fully
owned by its managers and employees. It currently has a staff size of 3200 and generated turnover of
€348m in 2012, and thus ranks as one of France's foremost consulting engineering and project
management firms in the construction, infrastructure and environment sectors.
The Artelia Group has an international network of 40 offices in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia
and South America.

QUADRIC
Created in 1986, Quadric specialises in the field of civil engineering structures, in particular
inspections, assessments, and the design and implementation of repair works. It also designs and
supervises the construction of new structures. Its current staff size stands at 26, and it recorded
turnover of €3.7m in 2013.
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